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General Comment

California is now in a severe drought. We need water, new water, to make our environment and
our economy healthy again and the only way to get it seems to be desalination. The people of
California are in favor of building Desal plants.

Diablo Canyon already desalinates water for its own use.
The plant can produce 1.5 million gallons per day and 60% of that can be made available to fight
fires and to the public. PG&E and county officials have already agreed to this and are presently
planning how and where to pipe the water to help the drought.

Nuclear Electricity is uniquely suited for desalination because to run efficiently a Reverse Osmosis
desal plant must have full power 24 hours a day, every day, rain or shine. Solar and wind power
are too intermittent to supply continuous power to a desal plant. Solar power plants have a capacity
factor of about 25% which means they can only produce full name-plate power and average of 6
hours per day over a one year period. No one would build a large Desal plant and run it only 25%
of the time using solar power.

The largest Desal plant in the U S will come on line this fall in Carlsbad, California (near San
Diego). It will produce 50 million gallons per day and needs 40 Megawatts of steady electric
power. Unfortunately that power will come from burning fossil fuel further adding to our air
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pollution.

In the near future, if the drought continues, we will need 15 to 20 Carlsbad size desal plants up and
down the California coast. To power these we will need almost 1 Gigawatt more of non-solar, non-
wind, power plants further increasing air pollution. More Nuclear Power is the only solution.

Diablo Canyon, and nuclear power in general, not only causes no damage to the environment it can
actually improve the environment by producing power and water with no additional pollutants
added to our air.
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